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Monacelli Press, United States, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. This valuable reference for today s green building movement examines twentieth-century
modern architecture, including buildings by Le Corbusier and Oscar Niemeyer, through the lens of
sustainability. The hottest topics in contemporary architectural design and architectural history--
the focus on sustainability and the evaluation of the modern movement--meet in Lessons from
Modernism, a partnership with The Cooper Union that explores the ways in which the
straightforward functional approach of modernist design creates environmentally sensitive
solutions. Lessons from Modernism provides new insights into 25 buildings by a diverse selection of
architects, including Frank Lloyd Wright, Paul Rudolph, Jean Prouve, and Arne Jacobsen, and
demonstrates how these architects integrated environmental concerns into their designs. Buildings
are located across the United States, Central and South America, Cuba, Japan and more--and
include houses, art centers, commercial buildings, and civic buildings. Lessons from Modernism is
an affordable reference work for all interested in how architecture intersects with the green
movement, pairing full descriptions of all buildings with analytical essays, featuring charts of
climate zones and solar movement, and concluding with a comprehensive chronology that details
how environmental consciousness evolved throughout the twentieth century.
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The most e ective book i ever read. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you ask me).
-- Rusty K er luke-- Rusty K er luke

Basically no words to describe. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am just pleased to let you know that this is actually the greatest publication i have
read within my individual lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II--  Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II
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